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Abstract — In multi-domain elastic optical networks
with alien wavelengths, each domain needs to consider
intra-domain and inter-domain alien traffic to estimate and
guarantee the required quality of transmission (QoT) for
each lightpath and perform provisioning operations. This
paper experimentally demonstrates an alien wavelength
performance monitoring technique and machine
learning-aided QoT estimation for lightpath provisioning of
intra-inter-domain
traffic.
Testbed
experiments
demonstrate modulation format recognition, QoT
monitoring and cognitive routing for a 160 GBd alien
multi-wavelength lightpath. By using experimental training
datasets from the testbed and an artificial neural network
(ANN), we demonstrated accurate optical signal to noise
(OSNR) prediction with accuracy ~ 95% when using 1,200
data points.
Index Terms—Multi-Domain Elastic Optical Networks,
Alien Wavelength, Machine Learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Elastic optical networks (EON) makes use of
dynamic and adaptive provisioning to guarantee efficient
and flexible network resources utilization. In order to
provide such level of flexibility and dynamicity, the
network control and management plane require
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automated provisioning schemes with robust quality of
transmission (QoT) estimation based on the actual
network link conditions. As these analytical models can
only offer rough estimates of the (QoT) of lightpaths [1],
it becomes necessary to consider high margins to
compensate for model inaccuracies while guaranteeing
the target QoT over the duration of the lightpaths. Such
high margins have a negative impact on the maximum
utilization of the network capacity. Therefore, more
accurate situation-aware QoT estimations are desirable.
The authors in [2] proposed to use machine learning
(ML) techniques to estimate the QoT of lightpath
solutions provided by the Routing, Modulation format,
and Spectrum Assignment (RMSA) algorithm. Their
approach consisted in training a classifier with a large
dataset with measurements obtained over the time. The
classifier has to be periodically updated and re-trained to
reduce deviations (by constantly collecting and storing
the monitoring parameters). In [3], the authors proposed
to continuously monitor the optical layer and use such
monitoring data to tune an analytical model used for QoT
estimation. In [4], the authors demonstrated instead a
ML-based optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) predictor
in a single domain SDN network.
The scenario becomes more complicated when it
becomes necessary to support high-capacity and
dynamic traffic demands across multiple autonomous
systems (ASes) [5-7]; in this scenario lightpaths might
neither originate nor end in one single operator domain,
but transparently traverse several of them. These
lightpaths are known as alien wavelengths [8, 9].
Guaranteeing the quality-of-transmission (QoT) of
end-to-end lightpaths is non-trivial across optically
transparent
inter-domain
networks.
Due
to
administrative constraints, each AS manager (or domain
manager - DM) may disclose only very limited
intra-domain information, making QoT estimation of
inter-domain lightpaths challenging. As a consequence,
previous QoT estimation solutions based on analytical
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methods [1
10] cannot be easily
e
applied since
s
they requ
uire
full knowledge of the domains (i.e. topology, lin
nks
characterisstics, etc.).
At the same time, ML
L-based approaaches, as the on
nes
described in
i [3, 4, 11, 12]], heavily rely on
o the availabillity
of large qu
uantities of perfformance mon
nitoring (PM) data
d
in order to
o train the cogn
nitive tools resp
ponsible for QoT
Q

estimatiion. As discusssed later in Seection II, it beecomes
then im
mportant for eacch DM to be aable to monitorr alien
wavelenngths traversinng the domain. In fact, thesee alien
wavelenngths are partts of the intraa-domain traffi
fic and
should bbe considered w
when monitoring and learningg from
the real environment.

Fig. 1. (aa) A schematic framework
f
of thee proposed cogn
nitive multi-domaain optical netw
work with observee-analyze-act machine
learning cy
ycle and the brok
ker plane interaccting with the mu
ultiple domain m
managers. (b) Thhe operation prinnciple of the propposed
framework.
f

In the context of a multi-domaiin network with
w
per extends thee results publish
hed
orchestration [6], this pap
in [13], reporting the details regaarding the allien
h PM techniqu
ue (Section III), as well as a new
n
wavelength
section witth results on machine
m
learning QoT estimation
using a daataset from an
n experiment testbed (Section
IV.B). Oveerall, the main
n contributions of this paper are
the followiing. First, we propose
p
to use per-domain allien
wavelength
h PM to assistt ML-based QoT
Q estimation
n in
each domain. Second, we report a proof-of-conccept
b a
experimental demonstratiion of alien waavelength PM by
on of modulatiion format ideentification (M
MFI)
combinatio
[14] and supervisory channel
c
(SC) techniques [1
15].
c
from
m an experimen
ntal
Third, we use datasets collected
d
acccurate training
g and QoT OSN
NR
testbed to demonstrate
estimationss using an ML
L approach baased on artificcial
neural nettworks (ANN).. Finally, we use a testbed
d to
demonstratte a use case ex
xample of cogn
nitive RMSA.
The rem
mainder of this paper is orgaanized as follow
ws.
Section II introduces
i
the framework of the multi-dom
main
network arrchitecture with
h per-domain cognitive
c
function
and brokerr-based orchesstration. Sectio
on III introduces
the workin
ng principle off the proposed alien wavelength
PM techn
nique. Sectio
on IV reporrts the testb
bed
experiments. Section V concludes
c
the paper.
p

II. NETW
WORK ARCHITE
ECTURE
Domain EON
N Architecturee with
A. Coggnitive Multi-D
Alien W
Wavelengths
Fig. 1(a) shows a schematic framework oof the
proposeed cognitive m
multi-domain E
EON, which opperates
accordinng to an Obserrve-Analyse-Acct cycle [7]. Thhe data
plane of each E
EON domainn is built with
bandwiddth-variable
transponderss
(BVTs)
and
bandwiddth-variable wavelength selective sw
witches
(BV-W
WSS’s). PM ellements are ddeployed at ccertain
locationns for collectinng the networkk status in reaal time
(Observve). For instancce, a coherent rreceiver can m
measure
and reeport the bit--error-rate (B
BER) of an active
connecttion. In additioon, SC PM tools can be used iin each
domainn to monitor QoT (BER oor OSNR) off alien
wavelenngths.
Note that the siignificance off monitoring alien
wavelenngths is twoo-fold. First, the state of alien
wavelenngths affects the performannce of intra-ddomain
connecttions. Second,, such informaation enables better
perceptiions of the inter-domainn traffic behhavior,
facilitatting potentiallly better intrra-domain plaanning
result. DMs apply the software--defined networking
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(SDN) paradigm to operate their EON domains [16].
Specifically, SDN controllers residing in the domain
control and management plane can collect PM data and
conduct service provisioning by interacting with SDN
agents that collocate with optical devices. Based on
traffic engineering metrics and the received PM data,
DMs can realize domain-level cognitive service
provisioning. For instance, by analyzing the correlation
between the path configurations and QoT with certain
ML techniques, DMs can potentially predict accurately
the QoT of candidate RMSAs solutions (Analyse) and
therefore, set up connections with guaranteed QoT and
reduced margins (Act).
A broker plane on top of DMs coordinates the service
provisioning across multiple domains. The broker plane
operates similarly to a DM, but only perceives limited or
even no intra-domain information due to the
administrative constraints in multi-AS systems. DMs can
abstract their domains as virtual topologies consisting of
virtual links among edge nodes [17] and report PM data
of alien wavelengths measured at each of the edge nodes.
Then, with proper multi-domain modeling methods and
cognitive functions at the broker plane, multi-domain
cognitive service provisioning can be achieved.
B. Operation Principle
We summarize the operation principle of the proposed
cognitive multi-domain EON framework with alien
wavelength PM in the workflow in Fig. 1(b). Each DM
constantly conducts PM for both intra-domain
connections and alien wavelengths. A domain-level
learning process is then executed (step a). The learned
results can either be used for intra-domain provisioning
(step b) or sent to the broker plane for learning the
performance of inter-domain end-to-end lightpaths (steps
c-d).
In the provisioning phase, upon receiving a lightpath
request (step 1), the DM first determines whether it is for
intra- or inter-domain transmission. If it is an
intra-domain request, the DM immediately tries to
calculate an RMSA solution that satisfies the QoT
requirement. Specifically, the DM can calculate several
candidate RMSAs and call the domain-level QoT
estimation model to estimate the QoT of each of them
given the current link conditions. The QoT of existing
in-service connections in the case that the corresponding
candidate RMSA is launched will also be evaluated. The
best RMSA that satisfies the QoT requirement and
ensures the QoT of existing connections will be set up.
On the other hand, if the request is for inter-domain
communication, it is forwarded to the broker plane (step
2). To calculate an inter-domain lightpath, the broker
plane requests from related DMs for intra-domain
information (step 3). Each involved DM, in turn, replies
several intra-domain candidate RMSA together with

their estimated QoT (steps 4 and 5). The broker plane
aggregates the received data, builds a multi-domain
virtual topology, and calculates an inter-domain
end-to-end RMSA with QoT guarantee relying on the
broker-level QoT estimation model (step 6, like the
intra-domain case). Finally, each related DM sets up the
path segment within its domain to accomplish the
inter-domain provisioning service (step 8).
III. ALIEN WAVELENGTH MONITORING SYSTEM
As mentioned above, PM of alien wavelengths is
essential for correct estimation of QoT parameters in
intra- and inter- domain lightpath provisioning. In this
section, we discuss the details of an alien wavelength PM
system that can be used by the domains to identify the
modulation format and OSNR of the alien lightpath
traversing the domains. The proposed PM system is
given by a combination of two monitoring techniques
which are experimentally demonstrated in the
subsequent sections. This PM system will be used at the
ingress and the egress nodes of a domain, as shown later
in IV.A.
A. Supervisory Channel
The first PM tool is called supervisory channel (SC);
ref. [15] reported this technique for QPSK signals. In this
paper, we extend the demonstration for the first time to
QAM signals as well.
Fig. 2(a) shows the experimental setup used to
evaluate and characterize the proposed PM technique. A
standard coherent Tx (Co-Tx) consists of an external
cavity laser (ECL), an I/Q modulator, and an electrical
arbitrary waveform generator (EAWG) generating an
optical M-QAM signal at 10 GBd. As part of the
monitoring system, the optical signal is then fed into a
second
Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM)
to
over-modulate the coherent signal with a 200 Mb/s ASK
signal with 0.1 modulation index. Before the Rx (or at an
intermediate node in the network where monitoring is
needed), 10% of the optical power is tapped to the PM
system, whereas the rest is sent to a coherent receiver
operating at full speed. The PM system consists of an
avalanche photodiode (APD) and an analog low-pass
filter (LPF) with 200 MHz bandwidth. An FPGA-based
bit error rate tester (BERT) receives the ASK signal and
calculates its BER and Q-factor.
Fig. 2(b) depicts the optical signal captured by the
real-time oscilloscope (RTO). It shows that the
low-speed ASK signal has shaped the envelope of the
M-QAM signal. Fig. 2(c) and (d) present the waveform
of the signal after the APD and LPF, respectively, clearly
showing that the ASK symbols can be extracted from the
high-speed M-QAM signal thanks to the LPF.
We varied the OSNR values using a variable optical
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attenuator (VOA) and erbium doped
d fiber ampliffier
(EDFA) ass noise loader. We
W measured the
t Q-factor of the
ASK sign
nal when thee modulation format of the
high-speed
d optical sign
nal is QPSK
K, 8-QAM, and
a

16-QAM
M. An optical spectrum analyyzer (OSA) with 0.1
nm resoolution bandw
width is placed before the cooherent
receiverr to measure thhe OSNR indeppendently.

Fig. 2. (a) Experimentaal setup for charaacterization of th
he proposed techhnique. (b) 10 GB
Bd 16-QAM waaveform with AS
SK
w-pass filtering (rred curve; blue ccurve is
overmodulaation. (c) Electriccal waveform affter the APD. (d) Received ASK signal after low
the applied ASK signal at th
he transmitter). (e)
( Measured correlation curve bbetween the Q-fa
factor of the ASK
K signal and the OSNR
for 4-QAM, 8-QAM, and 166-QAM.

Fig. 2(e)) shows the meeasured BER of
o the ASK sig
gnal
with respeect to the real OSNR measu
ured by the OS
SA.
When OSN
NR is relatively
y low, the BER
R is monotonicaally
decreasing
g with OSNR. When
W
the OSN
NR is greater th
han
20 dB, th
he BER experiences a flloor due to the
perturbatio
on of the multi--level QAM sig
gnals on the ASK
signal. Thee theoretical cu
urve is also plotted in Fig. 2(e)
2
for referen
nce. At high OSNR
O
values, results
r
from both
modulation
n formats deviiate from the th
heoretical mod
del.
We attribu
ute this deviation to the amplitude fluctuation
induced by
y the high-speeed M-QAM sig
gnal. By recording
the measurred BER of th
he ASK signal and knowing the
modulation
n index of thee ASK signal and modulation
format of M-PSK or M-QAM
M
signal, low-cost OSN
NR
o the high-speed M-PSK and
a
and BER monitoring of
a
M-QAM signals can be achieved.
ation Format Recognition
R
B. Modula
As rep
ported above, the SC teechnique allo
ows
monitoring
g QoT parametters (e.g. OSNR
R and BER) off an
alien wav
velength undeer the assum
mption that the
modulation
n format iss known. However,
H
in a
multi-domain architecture, as described
d in Section II, the
DM migh
ht not have acccess to this information and
a
therefore, a system that allows identifying the
modulation
n format of alien wavelength
hs is needed to be
able to use the PM systtems proposed
d in the previo
ous
subsection.

Fig. 3. (a) Constellationn diagrams. (b) F
FFT after ( )2. (cc) FFT
4
after ( ) . (d) FFT after ( )8. [14]
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Such mod
dulation formaat recognition system can be
additionallly used for otther purposes like training of
ML-based QoT estimatorrs.
dy experimentaally demonstraated
In Ref. [14], we alread
hnique based on a blind modulation
m
form
mat
a PM tech
identificatiion (MFI) meth
hod. This technique can deliver
very high accuracy
a
(> 99%
%), even when
n the OSNR of the
incoming signal
s
is < 10 dB. The MFI technique allo
ows
identifying
g the modulattion format by
b sampling the
signal, perfforming a Fast Fourier Transfform (FFT) of the
samples after different power operatiions, and finaally
observing the peak to average ratio
o of the Fourrier
transform. Fig. 3 reprodu
uces simulation
n results from [14]
for the sake of completen
ness; the 512-po
oint FFT after the
nonlinear power traansformations for differrent
modulation
n formats are shown. The signals’ baud rate
r
was 10 GB
Bd and the laseer linewidth waas set at 100 kH
Hz.
After the correct power operation, a peaak tone showed
d up
in the sig
gnal’s frequen
ncy spectrum. By evaluating
whether th
here is a peak tone or not
n after certtain
transformaations, the sign
nals’ modulatio
on format can be
determined
d. Experimenttal studies reported in [14]
demonstratted that the pro
oposed MFI meethod can achieeve
successful identification rate as high as
a 99% when the
incoming signal
s
OSNR iss as low as 7 dB
B. The reader can
c
refer to reff. [14] for moree details.
IV. TESTB
BED EXPERIMEN
NTS
The goaal of the experrimental testbed demonstratio
ons
discussed in the following section iss threefold. First,
V.A shows a pro
oof of concept demonstration
n of
Section IV
alien waveelength monito
oring by a com
mbination of MFI
M
and SC techniques.
t
Second, in Seection IV.B, we

demonsstrate the use oof experimentaal data to train a QoT
OSNR eestimator usingg an ML approoach based on A
ANNs.
Finally,, Section IV.C
C shows a simpple use case sccenario
of cognnitive RMSA; tthe scenario illlustrates how tthe use
of a leggacy RMSA ccould lead to underestimatinng the
physicaal impairmentss (saturation and noise looading
conditioons in the opticcally-amplifiedd links), resultinng in a
connecttion failure duue to excessiveely high BER at the
receiverr.
A. Alieen Wavelength Monitoring Exxperiment
Fig. 4 shows the experimental testbed. An E
EAWG
producees the analog eelectrical signaals to generate QPSK
or 8PSK
K alien waveelength signalss and an I/Q block
modulat
ates 16 WDM llasers at 10 GB
Bd (160 GBd).. After
the alienn signals are aamplified by aan EDFA, they travel
toward their destinatiion network ddomain. The iingress
MFI and SC (seee also
node haas PM capabilitties based on M
Sectionn III). The ingrress node appliies a low-speedd (200
C on the alien
Mb/s) low-modulattion-depth SC
wavelenngths to enablee PM without siignificantly afffecting
the signnals themselvess. Insets i) and ii) in Fig. 4 shoow the
schemat
atic of MFI annd SC-PM bloocks (please reefer to
Sectionn III and also to [14] for m
more details). A
At the
GA generating four WDM 110Gb/s
ingress node, an FPG
signals acts as an intrra-domain trafffic source. Theere are
ths to reach thee egress node w
with lengths off 25km
two path
and 50kkm, respectivelly. A PM blockk located at the egress
node m
monitors the QooT of the alien signals going out of
the dom
main.

Fig. 4. Testbed.
T
LD: laseer diode; IQ: phaase/quadrature modulator;
m
MZ: M
Mach Zehnder m
modulator; DM: domain manageer; Inset
(i): MFI monitoring:
m
LO: local oscillator;; ADC: analog to
o digital convertter; DSP: digital signal processinng; Inset (ii): SC
C-PM
mon
nitoring: BERT: bit
b error rate testter; Inset (iii): A
Alien wavelenggths spectrum;
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Fig. 5 (a-b) show the results of the MFI monitoring
block wheen changing th
he alien waveleength modulation
format. Fo
or QPSK, Fig. 5(a) shows thaat after the pow
wer
of four tran
nsformation, a peak can clearrly be observed
d in
the FFT spectrum, whicch allows deteermining that the
signal mod
dulation formatt is QPSK. Wh
hen switching the
modulation
n format to 8PSK, the peeak in the FFT
F
spectrum disappeared (see
(
Fig. 5(b
b)); this allow
wed
ng that the mod
dulation format was 8PSK. Taable
determinin
I shows th
he results of SC
C monitoring at
a the ingress and
a
egress nod
des when the allien lightpath is
i modulated with
w
QPSK and
d 8PSK and goiing through thee shortest path.
Fig. 6. O
OSNR distributioon of the measurred data.

The OSNR estimaator was impleemented as an ANN
consistiing of two hiddden layers; Fig. 7 shows the deetailed
structurre of the OSNR
R estimator. Baasically, the estiimator
uses thhe routing paath, channel power, and O
OSNR
measureements as thee input featurees and producces the
predicteed OSNR of aan end-to-end path. Each noode j in
layer i i 1 is fullyy connected too the nodes inn layer
i 1, aand with an acttivation functioon f x
maxx x, 0 ,
its outpuut value is com
mputed as,
f
,
, ,
,
where
s the weights oof the edges beetween
, contains
node j aand the nodes iin layer i 1, aand
he bias.
, is th
Fig. 5. MFI output for (a) QPSK
Q
and (b) 8PSK signals.

Table I. BER
R values in the testbed
t
at Ingress and Egress nod
des.

QPSK/8
/8PSK
Ingress

Egress

SC-BER

1E-3

3E-3

Alien
A
λ OSNR

13.5 dB

12.7 dB
Fig. 7. S
Structure of the O
OSNR estimator.

B. ML-aid
ded QoT Estim
mator Experimeent
Applyin
ng the alien wavelength
w
PM
M technique, we
demonstratte an ANN-baased estimatorr to estimate the
OSNR of unestablished
d lightpaths given
g
the currrent
network conditions. Targeting a realisstic scenario, we
he experimentaal setup in Fig. 4 to a seven-no
ode
extended th
testbed. By
y regulating thee routing pathss and link loadss of
the testing lightpaths, wee obtained 1,20
00 PM data poiints
her with other data, for training
ready to be used, togeth
g purposes. Fig. 6 plots th
he histogram that
t
and testing
shows thee distribution of the measu
ured data in the
experiments.

Here,, we can see that node j is a higherr-level
represenntation of the nnodes in the low
wer layer. Therrefore,
with muultiple hidden layers, we caan potentially eextract
the mosst useful featurees from the initial input data for the
final O
OSNR estimattion. Finally, we can traiin the
estimatoor (iteratively adjusting the values of
, and
u
using
the
back-propagation
m
method)
to
min
nimize
,
the diffference betweeen the output oof the ANN annd the
real moonitoring OSNR
R.

Average Estimation Error (%)

7

35

will further im
mprove when larger
estimatiion accuracy w
datasetss are employedd.

N = 200
N = 400
N = 600
N = 800
N = 1000
N = 1200

30
25
20

Finaally, Fig. 9 shhows the compparison betweeen the
measureed OSNR valuues and the estim
mated ones whhen the
size of tthe dataset is 11,200, which exxhibits a good match
and furrther verifies tthe practicabillity of the prooposed
methodd.

15
10
5
5

C. Coggnitive RMSA eexample.
10

15
20
25
30
Numberr of Nodes per La
ayer

35

4
40

Fig. 8. Resu
ults on average prediction
p
error.

Aiming at finding the right
r
size of thee training datasset,
ws the results on average esttimation error for
Fig. 8 show
different siizes (denoted as
a N) and ANN
N configuratio
ons.
Specificallly, we randomly picked out ceertain numberss of
data pointss from the whole dataset, diviided them into the
training an
nd testing dataasets with a proportion
p
of 9:1,
9
repeated th
he experiment for
f five times and
a calculated the
average esttimation errorss. The estimatio
on error is defin
ned
as

|

|

, where

and

stand
d for the measured

and estim
mated OSNR values,
v
respecctively. We also
a
evaluated the impact off the number of
o nodes in eaach
ormance of the OSNR estimattor.
hidden layer on the perfo
As expecteed, we can obseerve that the esttimation accuraacy
improves with the num
mber of data points since the
m
accurateely the inherrent
estimator can learn more
ns between the path performaance and netwo
ork
correlation
configuratiions with moree data. Meanw
while, we can see
that the peerformance of the OSNR estimator improv
ves
significantly when the nu
umber of nodees in each layerr is
increased from
f
5 to 10 an
nd then stays almost
a
unchang
ged
when the scale of the ANN furtherr enlarges. Su
uch
n indicates thaat under our specific experim
ment
observation
testbed settup and for th
he OSNR estim
mation task, two
t
hidden lay
yers with 10 no
odes in each laayer are sufficiient
for relativeely good estimaation accuracy.

Fig. 110(b)).

(b)
(a)
RMSA. (b) Linkss status
Fig. 10. (a) Links statuss with simple R
with Coggnitive RMSA.

50
Estimated OSNR (dB)

It is impportant to demonnstrate that the uuse of a simple RMSA
without cognitive functiions could lead to underestimatting the
physicall impairments (ssaturation and nooise loading connditions
in the ooptically-amplifi
fied links), resuulting in a connnection
failure ddue to insufficiennt BER at the recceiver. To this aaim and
to clearlly motivate our proposal, we performed a simpple use
case expperiment on the testbed in Fig. 4. Let us assum
me that
there is a 480 Gb/s aalien lightpath rrequest A (e.g. 8PSK
modulatiion format) thaat must traversse the domain in the
testbed. There is also a WDM lightpathh B (40 Gb/s) cuurrently
establishhed through linkk 1-3, which is already saturatiing the
amplifier
er. In a scenario w
with simple RMS
SA, the network control
plane coould decide to route the requuest through linnk 1-3
(shortestt path) usingg 8PSK moddulation formatt (see
(a)
(b)
Fig. 10((a)). However, bbecause the linkk is already loaaded by
intra-dom
main traffic, the QoT at the egress node might noot be as
expectedd (OSNR is too low and the esttimated BER is 2.5E-2
(see Tabble II), which is higher than the 20%-FEC limit).
Assuminng instead that thhe network conttrol plane has coognitive
functionns, it would usse the informattion provided by the
ML-aideed OSNR estimaator to consider the current linkk status
and deciide to route the 4420 Gb/s alien siggnal through thee longer
(a)
but emppty link 1-2-3 ((see
(b)

45

As shhown by the BE
ER Table II, in this case, the B
BER at
the egreess node is beloow the pre-FEC
C BER limit.

40
35
30

Table II.. BER values in tthe testbed at Inggress and Egresss nodes.

25

Simplee RMSA

20

SC BER

AW BER

Ingresss

1E-3

Egresss

8E-3

15
10
10

15

20

25
30
35
Measured OSNR (dB)

40

45

5
50

Fig. 9. Comp
parison between
n measured (bluee line) and estimaated
(red stars) OSNR.
O

Overall, with 1,200 daata points and 40 nodes in eaach
verage estimation
layer, the estimator can achieve an av
error of as low as 5.8%. It is reasonable to expect that the

Cognitive RM
MSA
SC BER

AW
W BER

8.7E-4

1E-3

8.7E-4

2.5E-2

2.7E-3

5.2E-3

V.. CONCLUSION
N
This paper expeerimentally ddemonstrated alien
wavelenngth PM ffor cognitivee provisioninng in
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multi-domain networks. Each autonomous system
(domain) makes use of optical PM to train an
ANN-based QoT estimator to predict the OSNR of intraand inter-domain lightpaths and make sure that the new
connection to be established, as well as the existing ones,
will meet the QoT requirements that guarantee BER
values below the pre-FEC threshold.
By using experimental data, (a) we demonstrated a
new monitoring technique for modulation format
recognition and OSNR monitoring; (b) we trained an
ANN-based ML QoT estimator capable to estimate the
OSNR of a given lightpath with an error rate < 6%; (c)
we demonstrated a use case network scenario of
cognitive routing based on the existing network
conditions.
Future research works will focus on: (a) the use of
larger testbeds to better understand how the estimation
performance of the ML tool depends on the number of
network nodes, the number of links, the size of the
training datasets and specific ML approaches (e.g.
Q-learning [18]); (b) hierarchical learning approaches for
multi-domain routing [19].
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